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PHYSICS

( Major )

Paper : 6.4

FUII Marks : 6Q

Time : 3 hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

Write the ansu;ers to the two Groups in
separate books

GROUP-A

( Statistical Mechanics t
, { Marks: 3O i

1" Answer the following questions :
'!.x4=4

(a) How many dimensions of the phase
space are required to deseribe a system
of iV particles? ::.

{b) Wnte down the expression for the
ensemble averng€ of a physical
quantity.
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(c) What type of wave functions is requiredto describe a system of bosons?
(d) What 

".. th" occupation numbers of aquantuEn. state for fermions? - - va q

2" Answer the following guestions : 2xB=6
/a/ State the postulate of equal a prioriprobability.

(b)' Write the Boltzmann relation whicliconnects statistical mechanics **thermodynamics. H.;; find theentrcrpy of a system at the absolute zerotemperature.

(c) The relatiy,e probabiliry of finding a
,":-,T 

in the ener$/ states n, arri n"rs e'. If Ez -Er =4.g3 *to-"t j,
calculate the temperature of the system.

3. Answer arry twoofthe following questions :

(a) Establish Liouviile,s theorem and' its physical interpretation. ,

(b) Calculate the pnobability of finding twoparticles together in an5z o"r"- of threedifferent quantum states if d"y';.
// 

. 
classicai particles, 1il bosons and/irf fermions. 

2+2+7=s

grve

4+1=5
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(c) Describe the phenornenon of Bose_
Einstein condensation. Give one
physical example of this phenomenon.

4+ 1=5

4. Answer ar:y one of the following questions :

(a) Deduce the Maxwell-Boltzmann energ/
distribution law

n{uld"=, ?Yru ut/2.-ulkr 4u
(nkV"r " 

o

Represent this distribution graphically.
9+ 1= 10

(b) What is the Fermi energr? Find an
expression for the Fermi ener$/ using
Fermi-Dirac statistics.
Calculate the Fermi enerry in copper
provided number a.rr*ity of free
electrons is 8. 5 x 1028 electrons/rn3.

2+$+2=16

Gnoup-B

( Computer Applieations I

( Marks: 30 )

5" Answer the following : lx4=4
(a) Write down the input and output

statements used in either FORTRAN-9S
or C or C++-
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(b) Write down the FORTRAN-9S or C or
n**C' - expressictll for the algebraic

expression e.= x+9-12 +"3.'z

{c) How the fcliowing mathema.tical
functions are invoked in FORTRAN-9S
or C or C+n?

(q Absolute value of x

(ii) g to che power z

{tli What is nested loop?

6. Answer the following : 2x3=6

{q) Brieftry explai.n a stir.t*ment use
t0 irnpiement iooping in eith"er
FOR?RAN-9S or C or C++.

(b) What is €ui array? Write dcwn the
syntax for declar:ation of a one-
<limensional array in either
FORTRAN-9S or C or C++.

(ej Write down the FOF{TRAN-9S or C or
C+ * comparison operator corres-' 
ponding to matheme.tical sysmbois 1i/ *,
(it) *, (iii)l and {iu) s.

t5!

7" Answer either (a) or (b) : 5

(a) Write down the flowchart and a program
in either FORTRAN-9S or C or C++ to
find the sum of the following series :

1+3+5+...+25

(b) Write down the algorithm and a
program in either FORTRAN-9S or C or
C++ to generate first fifteen numbers of
the series

0, 1, 1,2,3,5,8,,..

8. Answer bither (a) or (b) : 5

(a) Prepare a program in either
FORTRAN-9S or C or C+ + to comPute
the real as well as imaginary roots of the
quad.natic equatiolr- o*2 +bx+c=O.

(b) Write down the flowchart and a program
to compute the approximate value of tJ:e

real root of the following equation :

*7 -2xa +x-8=0

9" Answer either (a) or B) : 10

(aj Write dowrr the necessag5r relation to
compute the numerical soh.ltion of a

first-order differential equation using
Runge-Kutta fourth order method.
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Develop €ui algorithm a,nd write a
program in either FORTRAN-9S or C or
C++ to compute the numerical soLution
of the equation

#=lg + x1s2

in the interv'al [O, 1] having initial value

U =l at x =0 and step size le. =0.1using
Runge-Kutta fourth order method.

tb) Give the mathematical relations used to
compute nurnerical value of an integral
using Simpson's one-third rule. Write
the flowchart and a prograrn in either
FORTRAN-9S or C or C++ to eompute
the numeribai value of the integral

ll dx
Jo 1*rz

using Simpson's one-third rule.

***
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